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The show is Leonardo’s true life portrayed on stage. Discovering the
story behind Leonardo, the painter, the scientist, the inventor. His
authentic language, his secrets, methods of working, passions. 
Renowned Italian director and actor Massimiliano Finazzer Flory's
latest project brings the immensely multi-talented Leonardo da Vinci
to life again on the stage. Being Leonardo da Vinci is a one-act play,
which uses theater to stage the Italian genius's true life, art history
and science.
Through the format of an impossible interview, Finazzer Flory
"physically" becomes Leonardo. Dressed in period costumes and
wearing make up which reconstructs da Vinci's face, he performs in
Renaissance language original texts written by Leonardo himself,
among which is the famous "Trattato di pittura"  (Painting Treatise).
Finazzer Flory's Leonardo answers questions about his childhood, his
civil and military activities, and how to become a "good painter"
(bono pittore), and about the relationship between Painting and
Science, Painting and Sculpture, Painting and Music. He comments
on "The Last Supper" and the figures of the apostles, replies to his
enemies' attacks, prophesies man's flying, and finally offers maxims
and aphorisms to live by in our times.

Performed in English and in Italian Renaissance language, with
projected Contemporary English titles.
Performance Timing: 70 minutes, with no intermission.

https://tickets.act-sf.org/online/default.asp?
doWork::WScontent::loadArticle=Load&BOparam::WScontent::loadArticl
e::article_id=172BC1D7-681F-406A-B992-9D2F5C40BD68  

  
This production is underwritten through the generous support of
Jan Shrem and Maria Manetti Shrem, who believe that all people
deserve access to health, education, information, and culture, for a
lifetime of exploration and learning.
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